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Etymologies

How many miles to Babylon?

Commute/Commuting/Commuter/Commutation
Latin root, commutare: to often change, or change
entirely, from com – the intensive/intensifying prefix –
+ mutare to change.
1633. To exchange/change into: “From time to time,
exchange and commute, as well Moneys currant of
England, into Moneys of this new Standerd of Ireland.”
Pacata Hibernia
1844. Reduce a sentence: “The [capital] sentence was
commuted to imprisonment for life.”
Horace Hayman Wilson, History of British India from
1805 to 1835 (1844–48)
1848. Commutation ticket: Transportation ticket sold
for a fixed number of trips over the same route during a
limited period. American Railway Journal

How many miles to Babylon?
Three-score miles and ten.
Can I get there by candle-light?
Yes, there and back again.
If your heels are nimble and light,
You will get there by candle-light.
Trad. (early nineteenth century)

The commuters´ social hierarchy
Alpha: Rail User
Literary, reflective, suburban or semi-suburban,
iconic, time-honoured.

1865. Railway, or rather, railroad line: “Two or
three may be styled commuters’ roads, running chiefly
for the accommodation of city business-men with
suburban residences.” Atlantic Monthly

Beta: Tube User
Semi-literary, stoical, lives in the dark,
blind to the journey.

1889. Passenger: “Commuter, one who commutes.”
Century Dictionary

Gamma: Walker
Urban, green, genteel, classical, lucky.

1906. Season-ticket passenger: “There are many
business men who practically divide their time between
New York and Chicago, and ‘commute’ (the American
term for taking season tickets).”
Daily Chronicle
1932. Still obscure in the UK: “Many things familiar
in America need explaining in Britain: ‘commuters’
zone’.” Times Literary Supplement
1962. London commuter established as a type:
“The people who are ‘something in the City’ to-day
mostly commute to Sussex and Surrey.” Daily Telegraph
—
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Delta: Cyclist
Fashionable, fit, proud, the future,
self-satisfied, sweaty.
Epsilon: Bus User
Time-honoured, long-suffering, bullied
by bad brakes, baked by cruel heating;
waiting for Godot, every day.
Omega: Car Driver
Trapped, can’t talk, can’t eat an apple, can’t
read a book, viewed with contempt, or envy.
The past.
—
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Lupin dresses for work
My great dream of the last few weeks – in fact, of many years – has been realised.
This morning came a letter from Mr. Perkupp, asking me to take Lupin down to the
office with me. I went to Lupin’s room; poor fellow, he seemed very pale, and said he
had a bad headache. He had come back yesterday from Gravesend, where he spent
part of the day in a small boat on the water, having been mad enough to neglect to
take his overcoat with him. I showed him Mr. Perkupp’s letter, and he got up as
quickly as possible. I begged of him not to put on his fast-coloured clothes and ties,
but to dress in something black or quiet-looking. Carrie was all of a tremble when
she read the letter, and all she could keep on saying was: “Oh, I do hope it will be all
right.” For myself, I could scarcely eat any breakfast. Lupin came down dressed
quietly, and looking a perfect gentleman, except that his face was rather yellow.
Carrie, by way of encouragement said: “You do look nice, Lupin.” Lupin replied:
“Yes, it’s a good make-up, isn’t it? A regular-downright-respectable-funereal-firstclass-City-firm-junior-clerk.” He laughed rather ironically.
From Diary of a Nobody (1892) by George Grossmith and Weedon Grossmith

Neil Gaiman goes underground
When he had first arrived, he had found London huge,
fundamentally incomprehensible, with only the Tube
map, that elegant multicoloured topographical display of
underground railway lines and stations, giving it any
semblance of order. Gradually he realised that the Tube
map was a handy fiction that made life easier, but bore no
resemblance to the reality of the shape of the city above:
like belonging to a political party, he thought once,
proudly, and then, having tried to explain the
resemblance between the Tube map and politics, as a
party, to a cluster of bewildered strangers, he had
decided in the future to leave political comment to others.
From Neverwhere (1996)

—
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Metro-land brochure, 1927
This is a good parcel of English soil in which to
build home and strike root, inhabited from old, as
witness the line of camps on the hill tops and
confused mounds amongst the woods, the great
dykes which crossed it east and west, the British
trackways, the Roman road aslant the eastern
border, the packhorse ways worn deep into the
hillsides, the innumerable fieldpaths which mark
the labourers’ daily route from hamlet to farm. The
new settlement of Metro-land proceeds apace, the
new settlers thrive amain.
—
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To a Fat Lady Seen From the Train
O why do you walk through the fields
in gloves,
Missing so much and so much?
O fat white woman whom nobody loves,
Why do you walk through the fields
in gloves,
When the grass is soft as the breast
of doves
And shivering sweet to the touch?
O why do you walk through the fields
in gloves,
Missing so much and so much?
Frances Cornford (1910)

The Jesuit’s hat
’Tis true that the suburbs of London are much larger than the body of the city,
which make some compare her to a Jesuit’s hat, whose brims are far larger than
the block; which made count Gondomar the Spanish Ambassador himself to say,
as the Queen of Spain was discussing with him, upon his return from England, of
the City of London, “Madam I believe there will be no City left shortly, for it will
have run out the gates to the suburbs!”
From Londonopolis (1657) by James Howell
—
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The City Gent: stripped
3. The BRIEFCASE
when he wrote: “I am a young
executive. No cuffs than mine are
cleaner;/I have a Slimline brief-case
and I use the firm's Cortina.” Work,
though, no longer fits neatly inside
lockable cases, and a poet mocking an
iPad user would seem ludicrously out
of touch.

There is something very 1985 about
the hard “executive” case, made from
faux leather with metal edging,
sporting a combination lock and
containing within an accordion of
inner flaps and perhaps a “writing
board”. An advertising blurb on the
internet from the year 2013 promoting
a leading case manufacturer’s “hard
ABS” update of this classic was still
boasting about its product’s “interior
compartments for pens and computer
diskettes”. In the age of the tablet and
e-reader, the freesheet and Pret, a big,
heavy, bruise-inducing case seems
superfluous, and even eccentric.
Lawyers, of course, still need to
pack their briefs – though they often
drag their Sisyphean burden around
on a trolley. Accountants, too, have to
freight huge amounts of paper. The
popular doctor-ish cases they use are
the direct descendants of the floppy
medieval satchel – used for carrying
money and valuables in the days
before banks – and the French carpet
bag. In the so-called creative
industries, the floppy man’s handbag
(‘manbag’), pioneered by Samuel
Beckett, is de rigueur – though Dolce
& Gabbana, Tom Ford and other
brands flog £1000 versions of the
same. Other firms have tried to cash in
on the American TV series Mad Men
and the evergreen James Bond
franchise and re-packaged the hinged
cases. Betjeman captured the
snobbery of his own class and era
—
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Poster campaigns
Take the Twopenny Tube and Avoid All Anxiety
Live in Kent and be Content
Live in Surrey, Far from Worry
The Sun Shines Most on the Southern Coast
A Good Move to Harrow Garden Village
So Swiftly Home by Southern Electric
Spend a day in Metro-land

—
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The Tube on the telly… and other fakes
Broad Street
This mainline station, demolished in
1985, never had an associated Tube
station. However, in the TV spy drama
Spooks, the mainline station has an
Underground station which is the
target of Irish terrorists.

American creators – has a waiting area
and lacks London Underground decor.
Vauxhall Cross
James Bond and M meet at this
“disused station” in Die Another Day
(2002). Maps in the background show
that the station is the next one along
from Hyde Park Corner, and yet Bond
enters the station through a staircase
located on the south bank of the River
Thames. The set is based on Aldwych,
a genuine disused station on a branch
off from the Piccadilly line.

Cairo East
Becomes the background of the cover
for the 1980 Madness single “Baggy
Trousers”.
Charnham
Appears in the TV soap Family Affairs.

Temple
Appears in the 2013 Bond film Skyfall,
but is shown as a deep tube and not a
cut-and-cover stop; a train crashes
through the floor here but is,
mysteriously, carrying no passengers.

Hobbs End
Strange artefacts are found during the
construction of this station, somewhere near Knightsbridge, in the BBC
television series Quatermass and the
Pit (1958–9).

Walford East
This fake District Line station appears
in the long-running soap EastEnders.
Fictitious timetables show that it
occupies the place of Bromley-byBow station.

New Bridge
Features in one of the Tom Clancy's
Rainbow Six PC Games; the station has
ticket barriers and a cut-and-cover
Tube line, but – evidencing its

In a Station of the Metro (1916)
The apparition of these faces in the crowd;
Petals on a wet, black bough.
Ezra Pound
—
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Mr. Phillips finds a seat
Like most experienced commuters, Mr. Phillips has a variety of techniques for
seizing somewhere to sit, sneaking in around the side of the door and sliding into
one of the jump-seats or barrelling down to the far end of the compartment, through
the thickets of passengers, briefcases, newspapers, outstretched legs… the battle
for a space prepared you for, was an allegory or image of, the daily struggle… to
them that hath shall be given, that was the deal.
From Mr. Phillips (2003) by John Lanchester

Dream house of the collective
Arcades, winter gardens, panoramas, factories, wax museums, casinos, railroad
stations... Arcades are houses or passages having no outside – like the dream.
From The Arcades Project (1927–40), by Walter Benjamin

Patrick Hamilton and the London air
London, the crouching monster, like every other
monster has to breathe, and breathe it does in its own
obscure, malignant way. Its vital oxygen is composed
of suburban working men and women of all kinds,
who every morning are sucked up through an
infinitely complicated respiratory apparatus of trains
and termini into the mighty congested lungs, held
there for a number of hours, and then, in the evening,
exhaled violently through the same channels.
From The Slaves of Solitude (2007)

—

Moving movies
Films about commuting – and escaping from it
1. Sliding doors (1998)
Former PR girl Helen Quilley (Gwyneth Paltrow) lives two very different parallel
lives, each determined only by the boarding – or not – of a Tube train.
2. Five Easy Pieces (1970)
Stuck in a traffic jam, Bobby Dupea (Jack Nicholson) leaps out of his car and plays
Chopin’s Fantaisie in F minor on an old upright piano on the bed of a truck; the
commuters’ horns provide the woodwind.
3. On the Buses (1971)
First of three films about cheeky Stan, his sister Olive and her husband Arthur,
and toothbrush-moustachioed Blakey, and the joys and pains of life at Wood
Green bus garage.
4. Brief Encounter (1945)
Repressed desire, fuzzy romance, a Noel Coward script, Rachmaninov’s Piano
Concerto No. 2, steam trains and “I wish you were dead! No, I don’t, that’s silly.”
Just another rail journey.
5. The Knowledge (1979)
Who needs De Niro when you have this film about four men attempting to qualify
as London taxi drivers and learning that the exam, well, it’s just a metaphor, guv?
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